Environmental Damage Report
Lynnwood Recreation Center
Lynnwood, WA

9-21-12

On 9-11-12 our technician, Steve Gregory, visited the above facility to assess damage (if any) to the components and interconnects used in the audio and video systems installed complete in April of 2011. This service call was performed at the request of Bill Haugen.

This document is associated with photos taken at the time of the visit- said photos have been renamed using the numbering scheme listed below.

At the time of our visit all functionality of the system was considered to be normal and within specification. This report only serves to explain the images and does not make any assumption nor assign any cause to the conditions of the affected devices.

8- A/V Input Plate … Located in the Training Room by the front door – the plate shows evidence of corrosion on the mounting hardware.

9- Same input plate as above with connectors detached showing corrosion on more hardware and VGA connector.

10- Training Room VGA connector

11- Same plate in training room showing corrosion on HDMI connector

12- Same plate close-up

13 – Same plate removed from wall showing rear connections

14 – Training Room Flat Panel Display showing corrosion on HDMI connector.

15 – Flat Panel Mount in Training Room

18 – South Natatorium Speaker Mount. All hardware is stainless. The accumulations on the hardware could be from dirt.
19 – Another view of same bracket

20 – Close up

21 – North Nat Exterior

22 – North Nat Interior Speaker Bracket

23 – North Nat Interior Speaker Bracket

24 – Volume Control in North Training (?)